


What do all of these words
have in common?

unhappy unwell

unkind unclear



What do all of these words
have in common?

unhappy unwell

unkind unclear

They all begin with ‘un’.



Task 1 - Sorting Words
Think about the words on the previous slide. Can you sort these 
words into two groups? Look at the beginning of each word. 
Write them down into two lists or two boxes.

tie unkind

zip

happyunzip

unhappyuntiekind



Sorting Words
Did you split the words into words beginning with un and words that didn’t begin with un?

tie

unkindziphappy

unzip

unhappy

untiekind

‘un-’ is a prefix. 
A prefix is a letter or group of letters that 
are added to the beginning of a root word 

to change the meaning of the word.

How does adding the prefix un- change 
the meaning of these root words?

These are root words



• The prefix ‘un’ means ‘not’ or the opposite of something. 

• Adding ‘un’ to a root word changes the meaning of the word.

• A root word is the original word that can be made into a new word 
by adding letters to the beginning (a prefix) or to the end (a suffix) 
of the word. (We have not looked at suffixes yet in Year 1)

tie

unkindziphappy

unzip

unhappy

untiekind

unhappy

unkind

Not happy

Not kind

happy

kind

Root word Add the prefix ‘un’ to 
create the new word

Meaning

These are root words



Task 2 – Matching Activity

• Using the cards provided, or your own home made cards, you are going 
to sort the cards into groups.

• To begin with, sort the cards however you think is best.

• Then, if you haven’t already, sort them into their pairs – the root word 
and the un word. You may wish to organise them into two columns.

• Discuss what you noticed about the words – can you see the prefix? 
What is the root word? What does the root word mean? What does the 
new un word mean?



Task 3 – Fill in the gaps

• Complete one of the ‘Fill in the gap’ sheets. 

• There are two sheets to choose from. The first sheet involves working out 
the new word by adding the prefix and the root word together. 
The second sheet includes a combination of working out the new words 
by adding the prefix and the root word together as well as working out 
the root words by using the new word.



Word finder
• Finished all of the tasks? Why not 

have a go at the word finder!

• There are lots of words that have 
the prefix un hidden in the word 
finder, can you find them all?

• Write down all of the un words 
that you can find.

Helpful hint –
look for the prefix un


